Books of more than academic interest

Use this ad as an order form. Circle the books you want and take it to any of the stores listed below.

Education
James Bryant Conant
THE AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL TODAY $1.95
SHOES AND SUBURBS $1.95
Famed Conant Reports, "likely to determine for a generation the direction in which public education develops."
National Education Association
SCHOOLS FOR THE SIXTIES $1.95
Summary of the NEA's special committee, Project on Instruction, which makes thoughtful recommendations for public and professional efforts to improve instruction in our schools.

Fiction
Heinrich Böll
BILLIARDS AT HALF-PAST NINE $2.65
A novel of contemporary Germany... "Böll has no peer as a storyteller." Saturday Review.
Doris Lessing
THE GOLDEN NOTEBOOK $2.95
A novel about a beautiful, new, vertical city.

History
Carl G. Gustavson
A PREFACE TO HISTORY $2.50
Understanding history through events revealing social forces, causation, and change.
Arthur K. Moore
THE FRONTIER MIND $2.15
This brilliant, controversial and original study argues that the frontier gave Americans a new national identity, a personality, sexual—an effort to reassess herself and her world.
Jack London and R. L. Fish
THE ASSASSINATION BUREAU LTD. $1.65
Little, Brown, published for the first time in 1903. Fish completed the final third from London's notes.

Humor
Richard Armour
TWISTED TALES FROM SHAKESPEARE $1.75
"Introducing Shakespeare's best-known plays are presented in new (hilarious) light."
J. Abner Pedddwell
THE SABER-TOOTHED CURRICULUM $1.50
A satire on paleolithic education, with reference to its contemporary remenants.

Literature
James Boswell, Frederick A. Potting, editor
BOSWELL'S LONDON JOURNAL, 1762-1764 $2.45
BOSWELL IN HOLLAND, 1763-1764 $2.75
BOSWELL ON THE GRAND TOUR $2.95
W. K. Wimsatt and F. A. Potting, editors
BOSWELL FOR THE DEPENCE $2.95
Explores 18th-century Europe, including encounters with Rousseau, Voltaire, the beautiful Zelide and Mr. Johnson. From the Yale Edition of Boswell's private papers.
Anton Chekhov
LATE-BLOOMING FLOWERS AND OTHER STORIES $1.95

Poetry
Heinrich Heine
LYRIC POEMS AND BALLADS $2.25
A bilingual edition of love poetry, beautifully translated by Ernste Freise.

Political Science
Gaetano Mosca
THE RULING CLASS $3.95
A basic work in political science, holding that in every country power is wielded by a relatively small group. Edited and translated by A. Livingston.

Psychology
John Dollard and Neal Miller
PERSONALITY AND PSYCHOTHERAPY $3.25
A classic study exploring the genting of social class and the role of the parents in the development of personality.

Sociology
Theodore Caplow
THE SOCIOLOGY OF WORK $2.95
Study of occupational sociology for psychologists, personnel and guidance workers, wage earners and labor movement.

Miscellaneous
Alvin H. Hansen
THE AMERICAN ECONOMY $1.95
The diversified American economic system and its complex interactions.

To order any of these books, circle them and take them to any of the stores listed below. Orders shipped in the continental United States, plus new transations of stories spanning Chekhov's career.

Art
Le Corbusier
WHEN THE CATHEDRALS WERE WHITE $2.25
Drawings by the author
A LIFE IN THE THEATRE $2.45
One of the great producer-directors of the contemporary stage proves himself a vivid, captivating autobiographer.

Biography
Tyrene Guthrie
A SATIRE ON THE CATHEDRAL $2.45
A shrewd analysis in which Hamilton is presented as a great libertarian de- voted to justice in a regime of law.

Economics
Alvin H. Hansen
THE AMERICAN ECONOMY $1.95
The diversified American economic system and its complex interactions.

To order any of these books, circle them and take them to any of the stores listed below. Orders shipped in the continental United States, plus new transations of stories spanning Chekhov's career.

Sociology
Theodore Caplow
THE SOCIOLOGY OF WORK $2.95
Study of occupational sociology for psychologists, personnel and guidance workers, wage earners and labor movement.

Milton Gordon
SOCIAL CLASS IN AMERICAN SOCIOLOGY $2.95
The literature of social classes is explored in a major study of this signifi- cant area of social thought.

Ashley Montagu
ANTHROPOLOGY AND HUMAN NATURE $2.75
Practical uses of this justifiably popular field as set forth by one of its most eminent practitioners.

Samuel Ramos
PROFESION OF MAN AND CULTURE IN MEXICO $2.45
The first English translation of a true classic by a Mexican scholar who seeks in the culture and psychology of his people a foundation for national growth.

Leslie A. White
THE EVOLUTION OF CULTURE $2.95
An outstanding work illumining the development of civilization.

Philip L. Alper
MATHEMATICS FOR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING $2.25
Procedures for technical problem solv- ing, with problems and answers.
E. L. Ullman and P. M. Morse
QUANTUM MECHANICS $2.95
One of the first of the new books on this subject—a major contribution to the literature of modern physics.

D. C. Owen
GUIDE TO KEYNES $2.45
A classic study exploring neuroses re- vealed by combat experiences—one of the most important works in psy- chiatry.

Hans Selye
THE STRESS OF LIFE $2.75
Dr. Selye's revolutionary concept of stress as the cause of mental and physical illness—for both laymen and specialists.

Biographies
Oskar Schindler
THE GOLDEN NOTEBOOK $2.95
A novel about a modern wom- an who records her experiences- political, emotional, sexual—in an ef-fort to reassess herself and her world.

Politics
B. F. Skinner
GOODBYE TO TREES $2.15
A brilliant novel about a modern wom- an who records her experiences- political, emotional, sexual—in an ef-